
Robust Pack option for DX series Eco-X
The Nissan Forklift DX Series ECO-X, renowned for its outstanding quality and reliability while operating under 

the most demanding circumstances, is now available with even greater protection against the operating elements. 

Specifically designed to resist the daily impact of harsh working environments, Nissan Forklift developed the 

Robust Pack, resulting in lower maintenance costs and greater uptime.

Owners of DX Series ECO-X rental trucks will also appreciate the benefits of Nissan’s Robust Pack. It’s no secret that 

rental trucks are often returned with considerable damage, requiring additional time in the maintenance bay before they     

can be once again placed into the rental fleet. With this new Robust Pack, such 

concerns are eliminated, thanks to the design enhancements resulting in less 

truck damage, fewer parts replacements and faster touch up. 
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LED Lights
This rugged LED light package features the latest technology in high output LEDs for its light 
source. With no filament to break, which is typically the weakness of lamps using ordinary bulb 
sources, this concern is now eliminated. Made from rugged and durable aluminum die cast, 
these sealed lamps will provide years of trouble-free service. The LED light package consists of: 
 - Headlight including turn signal, 

 - Rear Working light,

 - Rear Combination lights

REinfoRcED REaR ovERhEaD guaRD piLLaRs 
It’s not unusual for rear pillar damage to occur, especially in high throughput applications.  
For this reason Nissan’s Robust Pack includes Reinforced Overhead Guard Pillars for 
added strength. Should replacement be required, this smart design also includes protectors 
that can be easily and quickly replaced saving valuable time and expense.

tRansmission intERLock 
In their haste to be more productive, it’s rare for operators to come to a complete stop 
between shifting from Forward to Reverse and back, which is extremely tough on the 
transmission. To prevent excessive wear, the Transmission Interlock returns to neutral 
automatically if the operator shifts while at a speed greater than 3 km/hr.  (Automatic travel 
direction will occur when truck speed is less than 3 km/hr).  Not only does this design reduce 
damage to the transmission and clutch pack wear, it also prevents the tire from spinning, 

resulting in less tire wear and ensuing replacement/maintenance costs. 

panoRamic miRRoR
Safely positioned within the cabin roof contour, this wide-angle Panoramic Mirror provides 
the driver with a clear view of the traffic situation behind him, allowing him to make better deci-
sions during operation. This durable design is made from high impact and scratch-resistant 
ABS plastic with a chrome-plated mirror surface for longer life.

high comfoRt sEat
The right seat is critical to minimize operator fatigue and enhance productivity. This High 
Comfort Seat offers the driver a comfortable seating position throughout the shift, especially 
important for longer shifts and in difficult working environments.

EmbossED mEtaL fLooRboaRD
Compared to a standard rubber floor mat, the strength and durability of the Embossed Metal 
Floorboard minimizes wear and tear during tough, high truck utilization.


